Italy
Coleen Degnan-Veness

Welcome to Italy
art, cars, fashion, language, mountains, sport

Geography, Climate and Environment
1 d, 2 f, 3 h, 4 a, 5 j, 6 i, 7 b, 8 k, 9 g, 10 l, 11 c, 12 e

Cities and Architecture
1 T, 2 T, 3 F, 4 T, 5 T, 6 F, 7 T, 8 T, 9 T, 10 T, 11 F, 12 F, 13 T, 14 F

Food and Drink
1 colazione 5 truffle
2 starter 6 Saffron
3 secondo 7 pesto
4 espresso 8 Anchovies

A Short History
a 7, b 10, c 3, d 8, e 9, f 1, g 6, h 4, i 2, j 5

Art, Literature, Music and Film
1 f, 2 j, 3 h, 4 i, 5 a, 6 c, 7 b, 8 l, 9 d, 10 k, 11 e, 12 g, 13 m

Explorers, Inventors and Scientists
1 Giovanni da Verrazano 4 Amerigo Vespucci 7 Maria Montessori
2 Leonardo da Vinci 5 Christopher Columbus 8 Enrico Fermi
3 Marco Polo 6 Galileo Galilei

Sport
1 F, 2 T, 3 T, 4 F, 5 F, 6 F

Vocabulary: History and geography
1 regions 5 Museum 9 emperor
2 chariot 6 earthquake 10 climate
3 Republic 7 border
4 volcano 8 population
Vocabulary: Famous places
1  Garda  5  Arno  9  Venice
2  Tyrrenian  6  Milan  10  Coverciano
3  Pantheon  7  Siena
4  Colosseum  8  San Carlo Theatre

Vocabulary: Art and architecture
1  d, 2  e, 3  g, 4  f, 5  b, 6  c, 7  h, 8  j, 9  i, 10  a

Vocabulary: Food and drink
1  Rice  5  stir
2  cuisine  6  mushroom
3  grill  7  grape
4  Garlic

Vocabulary: Anagrams
1  proud  5  species  9  genius
2  grove  6  composer
3  protect  7  invade
4  tropical  8  destroy

Grammar: Prepositions
1  during  5  from
2  by  6  at
3  with  7  on
4  in

Grammar: Passives
1  were built  4  is eaten  7  is made
2  was finished  5  is drunk  8  was destroyed
3  is cooked  6  is grown

Grammar: Connectives
1  when  5  why
2  who  6  how
3  which  7  where
4  where
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